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The basis for the symmetric irreducible representations of SO(9) 
z. R. yua ) and O. Scholten 
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 
48824-1321 

H. Z. Sunb
) 

Department of Physics and Atmospheric Science, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 

(Received 26 March 1985; accepted for publication 3 October 1985) 

An explicit basis is constructed for the symmetric irreducible representation (irrep) of 
SU(9) ~ SO(9) ~ SO(5) X SU 1(2) X SU2(2). It is also indicated how good angular momentum states 
can be constructed. The techniques used are based on the well-known tensor algebra for the 
infinitesimal generators of simple Lie groups. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In nuclear physics, the interacting boson model (IBM) 
gives a unified description of collective states in medium and 
heavy nuclei. The original version of the IBM is limited to 
the consideration of s- and d-bosons. I However, for nuclei 
with large deformation the s-d model is insufficient and we 
have to introduce a g-boson degree of freedom to be able to 
account for the experimentally observed results. 

Many authors have already identified the limiting sym
metries of the interacting s-d-g boson system and obtain the 
typical spectra for the various limiting symmetries.2 How
ever, the explicit wave functions for the s-d-g system have 
not been given. In this paper, we discuss this problem. For 
the sake of simplicity, as a first step we will focus our atten
tion on the construction of the basis vectors for the g-boson's 
system. 

For the n g-bosons system, the symmetry group is U (9). 
It is thus necessary to have nine quantum numbers for label
ing the states uniquely. However, the physical subgroup 
chain U(9)~SO(9)~SO(3), SO(3) being the rotation 
group associated with angular momentum, only gives four 
quantum numbers. In this reduction there are several miss
ing labels, for which it is extremely difficult (impossible) to 
find a simple physical interpretation. For this reason, we 
adopt the "natural" labeling in which an irrep of SO(9) is 
considered to be fully reduced with respect to its subgroup 
SO(5) XSU1(2) XSU2 (2), and a state is labeled by the 
weight oftheirrep ofSO(5) XSU I (2) XSU2 (2) to which it 
belongs. This basis is called the mathematical basis. If the 
number of g-bosons are small, we can easily express the 
physical basis in terms of our mathematical basis. 

In Sec. II, we will give a reduction formula for the irreps 
ofSO(5) X SU 1(2) X SU2(2), which occur in a given symmetric 
irrep ofSO(9). In addition, we will also give an expression for 
the generators and Casimir operators of SO(9). In Secs. III 
and IV, we will explicitly determine the basis states and give 
some examples. 

II. GENERATORS 

The branching rule of SO(9PSO(5)xSUI(2)XSU2(2) 
can be derived by means of the Schur function method. 3-5 

alOn leave from Nanjing University of China, Nanjing, China. 
blOn leave from Beijing University of China, Beijing, China. 

The result can be written as follows: 

SO(9P SO(5) X SUI(2) X SU2(2), 

(vOOOO) ((p,O),l:,l:), 

where v is the seniority quantum number, 2l: = v - p - 2w, 
and 

p = 0,1,2, ... ,v, 
U) = 0,1,2, ... ,[(v - p)/2]. 

(la) 

(lb) 

The symbol [(v - p)l2] stands for the maximum integral of 
(v -p)l2. 

In IBM, the groups SU(9), SO(9), and SO(3) are generat
ed by the following set of operators: 

SU(9)' ( t-)(k) k = 1,2, ... ,8, 
. ggq, ° 1 k q= ,± , ... ,± ; 

SO(9): (gtg)~), k = 1,3,5,7, 
q = 0, ± 1, ... , ± k; 

(2) 

SO(3): (gt-)(k) k = 1, 
g q , q = 0, ± 1; 

whereg~( g ,..), /-l = 0, ± 1, ... , ± 4, is the creation (annihila
tion) operator of the g-boson, and g " = ( - Y'g _" is a ten
sor operator. A general state vector can be written as 
I~ > = Invn>, where n is the totality of the quantum 
numbers needed for full classification besides nand v. In the 
following we will determine n by means of the group chain 

SO(9) ~ SO(5) X SU .(2) X SU2(2), 

with 

SO(5) ~ SUa (2) X SUb (2). 

(3a) 

(3b) 

For convenience of construction of the state vector Invn>, 
we introduce a set of uncoupling generators for the group 
chain (3), as follows: 

X"v =g~gv -g!g", /-l,v=O,± 1, ... ,±4. (4) 

Obviously, 

X"" =O,X"v = -Xv,,, (X"v)t= (- )"+vX_v_,,' 
and in addition they satisfy the following commutation rela
tion: 

[X "v,X p,,] = ( - j"6p_vX "" + ( - )"6" - "Xvp 

+ (- j"6,,_vX p" + (- )p6"_pX",,. (5) 

The relation between X "V and the generators in Eq. (2) is 
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t- k 1 ~ Clcq 
(g g) ="2 ~ 4!'4" X,.". ,." 

k=1.3.5.7. q=O.±l ..... ±k. 

Using X ,." we can construct the generators of the subgroups 
as follows: 

SO(5): 

SUa (2): Ao =!( - XI-I + X2-2)' 

A ± = ± (l/v'2)X ± 1±2' 

SUb (2): Vo =!( XI-I + X2-2)' 

V ± = =F (l/v'2)X Of I ± 2' 

a\p ! 

(6a) 

(6b) 

U(1I2)(1/2) 
a/J ! (1Iv'2)X20 

-! (lIv'2)XO-I 

(l/v'2)XlO,(6c) 

( 1Iv'2>XO-2 

SU I (2): CTO =!( - X3-3 + X4-4)' 

CT ± = ± (lIv'2)X ±3±4' 

SU2(2): TO = !(X3-3 + X4-4)' 

T ± = =F(1Iv'2)X'f 3 ±4' 

(6d) 

(6e) 

The remaining generators ofSO(9) can be put in the form of a 
tensor operator. as given in Table I. 

Using Eq. (5). we can construct the commutation rela
tions for these operators. For example, 

[Ao,A.± ] = ±A±. [A+,A._1 = -Ao. 

[ ' U(112)(1I2)] _ aU (112)(112) 
A()t a/J - a/J • 

[A± .U~I~2)(1/2)] = =F~!(!=Fa)(! ±a + 1) U~I~2?~/2), 

[ U (112)( 112) U (112)( 112) ] - U 
± (1/2)(112)' ± (112) - (1/2) - y' ± • 

[U (112)(112) U(112)(112) ] - 1 
(1/2)(112)' - (1/2) ± (1/2) - 2V ± ' 

[U~1I}i(12).UWWi(ll(1/2)] =!(Ao±Vo). etc. (7) 

The angular momentum operator now can be written as 

1.0 = .j6Olgtg)~) = Vo + 3Ao + To + 7CTo• 

1. ± = .j6Otgtg)(~ 1 

= v'2(3v ± + 2T ± ) - ~U(!;fr){,':!:(1I2) 

'I4T(IOHI/2) - ,,1.,. 'f(I12) Of (112). ± (112) Of (112) . (8) 

TABLE I. Tensor operator T ~~~~). 

a -u -1-1 

1 - (1I.j2>X42 - (1/.j2>X32 ( 1I.j2>X2-3 - (l/.j2>X2-4 

1 - 1 - (l/.j2>X41 - (1I.j2>X31 - (l/.j2>XI-3 - (l/.j2>XI-4 

-1 1 (l/.j2>X4-1 (l/.j2>X3-1 (l/.j2>X -1-3 (l/.j2>X-I-4 

- 1 - 1 (l/.j2>X4-2 (l/.j2>X3-2 (l/.j2>X -2-3 (l/.j2>X -2-4 

0 o (l/.j2>X40 (l/.j2>X3() (l/.j2>XO-3 (l/.j2>XO-4 
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Similarly the Casimir operator of SO(9). as appears in the 
usua12 IBM reduction scheme. can be written as 

C9 = t( - )qlgtg)~) Igtg)(~\ 

= Cs + ~ + r + 2.j5(TUO)(I/2) X TUO)u/2))(0). (9) 

where 

(10) 

If we define the operators S + and S _ as 

S+ = I( - II" g,.+ g~,.. ,. (11) 

S_ = I( - lY'g -,.g,.. ,. 

we can rewrite Eq. (9) as 

A 

Obviously. the eigenvalue of C9 is (v/2)(v + 7) when acting 
on the state Invn). Furthermore. we can prove that A 2 = v2. 
and ~ = r. Our group reduction scheme is now completely 
defined and we can proceed with the explicit construction of 
the basis vectors. 

III. BASIS VECTORS 

In correspondence with the group chain (3), the quan
tum number n may be taken as the eigenvalues of the opera
tors Cs• A 2. Ao. VO' ~. CT o. and To. Hence. a general state vector 
Invn) can be rewritten more explicitly as 
Invn) = Inv;p.Aap; l:r8). and the eigenvalues for above
stated operators are as follows: 

operators Cs A 2 Ao Vo ~ CTo To 

eigenValues (p/2)(p + 3) A(A + 1) a P l:(l: + 1) r 8' 
(12) 

In order to give the concrete structure of 
Inv; P.Aa P;l:r8) , we first observe that the state 
Inv;p.Aa P;l:r8) may be written as 

where 

_--->.(2_v_+'---'7):-." __ • p = (n _ v)/2. 
2 Pp!(2 P + 2v + 7)" 

v = n.n - 2.n - 4 ..... 1 or O. (13b) 

and the operator S + is defined in Eq. (11). Hence, the prob
lem is reduced to the construction of the state 
Ivv;p.Aa P;l:r€). This can be achieved by the following pro
cedure. 
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First, we can start with an unique maximum weight state 

1<1>1) = IVV;O,()()();~~~) = /I(g!)VIO). (14) 
2 2 2 -V v! 

For the state 1<1>1)' the eigenvalues of the operators (:5' ..1 2,..10' VO' 0' 2,0'0' and 'To are 0,0,0,0,(vI2)(vI2 + 1), (vI2), and v12, 
respectively. 

It can easily be seen that an eigenstate ofthe operators C5 and 0' 2 with an eigenvalue (p/2)(p + 3) and l:(l: + 1), can be 
written as 

with 

N2 = { '" aJ!w!23
",- 3XS2x(2aJ - 2x + 2p + 3)!!(x + 2l: + I)!} -112, 

x~o (aJ - x)!X!(2p + 3)!!(2l: + 1) 
A 

and where p and aJ should satisfy Eqs. [1(a) and l(b)], and the operator Z is defined as 

Z = ~{2(g0+ go+ - 2.80) + S(g3+ g::'3 + g/ g::'4)j, 

.8J =(gI gt_1 -gI gt_ 2 )· 

(ISa) 

(ISb) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

It can be proven that both of the operators go+ go+ - 2.80 and (g3+ g::' 3 - g/ g::'4) are invariants of both SO(S) and 
SU I (2) X SU2(2). Hence the state 1<1>2) is a simultaneous eigenstate of operators C5,A 2,..10, Vo, 0' 2, 0'0' and 'To with eigenvalues 
(pI2)( p + 3 ),( p12)( pl2 + 1 ),pI2,pI2,l:(l: + I),l:, and l:, respectively. 

Third, we need a state that is an eigenstate of the operator A 2 (and V) with the eigenvalue A (A + 1). The procedure 
followed is described in Refs. 6 and 7, with the result 

1<1>3) = N3 = (g!)21:(Z)"'F(p,A)(g1)2A I0), (17a) 

with 

I (NpA 2'" - xsxaJ!)(x + l: + 1 )!4l' - z 
N3= x~o Y,&'z' (2A + 1 + z)!z!(p - 2A - 2z)!(2A + 1 + z')!Z'!(p - 2A - 2z')! 

(y+z=y' +z') 

(p - 2A - 2z + 2aJ - 2x - 2y)!(y +z)!(y +z + A + I)!} -112 X , 
x!(aJ - X - Y)!Y!(aJ - X - y')Iy'!(A + 1)(l: + 1) 

(17b) 

where 

A = pI2,(p - 1)12, ... ,0, 

F (p,A) = NpA z~o 2Z(2A + 1 + Z)~!( P _ 2A _ 2z)! (gJ Y' - 2A - 2z( Po)Z, 

N -{L[ 1 ]2 (z+l) }1/2 
pA - z=o 2Z(2A + 1 + z)! ((p - 2A) - 2z)! . 

Finally, by acting with A (~-a),vI~-tJ) ,d:- r), and -t: -8) on the state 1<1>3)' we can obtain a general state vector, which can 
be written as 

Ivv;p, Aa .8,l:yo) = N4( - )A + 1: - a - r(l/.J2)2A + 21: - a -tJ- r- Il(Z)"'F(p,A)G (Aa .8;l:y€) 10), (ISa) 

where 

N - (2A)I(2l:)I{ (A - a)!(A -.8 )!(l: - y)I(l: - oj! } - 112 N 
4 - . . 22A + 21: - a -tJ- r- Il(A + a)!(A +.8 )!(l: + y)!(l: + OJ! 3 

(lSb) 

and 

G (Aa {3;~y{j) = L L 8(Aa {3x;~y{jy) X O(Aa {3x;l:y{jy), 
x=Oy=O 

8(Aa .8x;l:y{jy) = (2A)!(A - a-I )!(A - .8 )! 
(x - 1 + {jxO)!(A - a - x - {jxO)!(A + {3 - x)l(a -.8 + x)! 

(2~)!(l: - Y - 1)!(l: - {j)! 
X , 

(y - 1 + {jyO)!(l: - Y - Y - {jyO)!(~ + {j - y)!(y - {j + y)! 

O(Aa .8x;~y{jy) = (gl)A + tJ - X(g~ 2)A - a - X(gr)a - tJ + x(gt_ I t(g!)1: + Il- Y(gt_ 4)1: - r - Y(g!)r - Il + Y(gt_ 3)Y. 

We have now obtained a closed, analytic expression for a general basis state, labeled according to (3), in terms of the g-boson 
operators. In Table II the relation between the basis (13a) and the natural basis is given explicitly for a configuration with n <2. 
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TABLE II. The natural basis of the g-boson system. 

" II P A 1: Natural basis L 

! ° giIO),g110),g!..IO),gt_ 210) 4 

° ° g610) 

° ! g! 10)06; 10)06; 10),gt_.IO} 

2 2 2 ° (l/v'2)g1g1 10),g1gII0 ),o/v'2)glglI0),g1gt_.IO),( lIv'2)(glgt_. + gIgt_ 2) 10) 8,6,4,2,0 

gt_ 2g110),( 1Iv'2)g!..g!..IO),gt_.g!.210),( lIv'2)g!. 2g!. 2 10) 

2 2 ° g1g~ 10),g1g~ 10),g~g!.. 10),g~gt_210) 

2 2 ° ° (l/~)(2g6g~ + gIg!.. - gIg!. 2 ) 10) 

2 gIg! 10),g1g; 10),gIg!. 310),gIg!..IO),g1g! 10),g1g1 10), 

g1gt_310),g1g!..IO),g!..gII0),g!..gIIO),g!..g!.310),g!..g!..IO) 
g!.2g!..10),g!.2g; IO),g!.2gt_ 310),gt_ 2g!..IO) 

2 ° g~gII0),g1g; 10),g~g!. 310),g~gt_.10) 

2 ° ° (lIv'2)glg! 10),g!gI 10),( l/v'2)g;gI 10},glg!. 310},( 1Iv'2) (gIg!.. + gIgt_ 310), 

gIg!.. 10),( l/v'2)g!.3g!.310},g!. 3g!..10),( lIv'2)g!..gt_.IO) 

2 ° ° ° ~(2g~g~ -4g1g!.. +4gIg!.2 +Sg;g!.3 -Sg!g!..) 

° ° ° ° ,fh (g~g~ - 2g1 gt_. + 2gIgt_ 2 - 2gIgt_ 3 + 2glgt_. ) 

IV. ANGULAR MOMENTUM PROJECTION 
The states constructed using the reduction scheme proposed in the present paper do not have good angular momentum, 

and as such are not physical states. In practical calculations this problem can be solved by requiring the states to be eigenstates 
of the angular momentum L 2, and the states can be constructed using numerical methods. We will outline here an alternative 
analytic procedure that can be followed. As an example we discuss only the case n = 2. The formulas for general n will be the 
subject of a subsequent paper. 

In order to form states with good angular momentum we will follow the well-known procedure of taking a maximum 
weight state (14), which has a maximum value of M = 4v and thus a unique value of L, and operating on it with the L_ 
operator given in Eq. (8). It should be noted that the states (18) areeigenstatesofLo witheigenvalueM = /3 + 3a + 8 + 7y. 
The physical states thus have to be a linear combination of states with the same value of M, n, and v. 

445 

For the case n = 2 the action of the operators entering in L _ can be given as follows: 

v _In,v,p;A,a, /3;l:,y,8) = (1Iv12) ~(A + /3)(A - /3 + 1)ln,v,p,A,a,/3 - 1,l:,y,8), 

L In,v,p;A,a,/3;l:,y,8) = (lIv12W(l: + 8)(l: - 8 + l)1n,v,p;A,a,/3;l:,y,8 - 1), 

1 
U _ + In,v, p;A,a, /3;l:,y,8) =-

2 

x 

x 

2 

(p-2A)(p+2A+3)(A-a+ I)(A+/3+ 1) Inv ·A la-1/3 1.l: 8) 
(2A + 1)(2A + 2) , ,p, + 2' 2' + 2' ,y, 

(p-2A+ l)(p+2A+2)(A+a)(A-/3) Inv 'A-1a-1/3 1.l: 8) 
2A(2A + 1) , ,p, 2' 2' + 2' ,y, , 

(l: + y)(l: - 8)(A + a + 1 )(A + /3 + 1) 8 8 8 
2l:(2A + 1) + :I',:I + 112 A',A + 1/2 p',p - I 

(l: - y+ I)(l: +8 + I)(A -alIA -/3) + (11 'fO)[8 8 8, 8, 8, 
(2l: + 1)2A "IV A,O :I,O p,l A,I/2 :I,1I2 

X(8p ,2 - 38p,o) +8A',08:I',08p ,18A,I/28:I,1I2(8p'.2 - 38p"o}]} 

x In = 2,v',p';A',a +!, /3 + !;l:',y - !,8 + p. 
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With the use of these formulas the action of L _ on the high
est weight state, given by Eq. (14), can be calculated: 

L-'.Irl) = L_12,2,0;0,0,0;1,1,1) = 2~12,2,0;0,0,0;1,1,0), 
where only the 'T _ operator gives a nonzero contribution. 
Since the state on the left-hand side (Ihs) corresponds to the 
state IL = 8, M = 8), the state on the rhs necessarily cor
responds to IL = 8, M = 7). By acting once again with the 
L _ operator, we obtain 

L_12,2,0;0,0,0;1,1,0) = 2~12,2,0;0,0,0;1,1,-1) 

+ {712,2,q,M;~,~,P, 

h bo h h d th r (IO)(1I2) w erenow t t e'T _ an e +(112)+(112).-(112)+(112) op-
erators contribute. The state on the rhs thus corresponds to a 
state with IL = 8, M = 6). The state IL = 6, M = 6) 
can be obtained by taking the orthogonal linear combina
tion. This procedure can be used to construct all states with 
good angular momentum. 

V.SUMMARY 

In this paper we have given a method for constructing 
the basis states of a system of g-bosons. The advantage 
of the present reduction scheme over the conventional 
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U(9PSO(9PSO(3PSO(2) is that there are no missing la
bels, the states can be uniquely labeled by the values of the 
Casimir operators. The only disadvantage of the present re
duction scheme is that angular momentum is not a good 
quantum number. In the last section we have given an exam
ple of an angular momentum projection procedure that can 
be followed. The procedure outlined in this paper can, of 
course, be extended without problems to a system of s-, d-, 
and g-bosons. 
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